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in side out bench - totem 4

2018

36 x 36 x 36cm

oak

€3.200,00

THE INSIDE OUT BENCH
The inside out bench we presented last in April in Milan. Now we have made 
another one, but we are going to show some variations on the inside out 
theme: a totem of square blocks and regular inside out blocks that you can 
use however you like. Turning a tree inside out is very efficient in terms of 
wood, and is a bit of fun for us, but not in terms of work. It costs a great deal 
of time and attention to turn a trunk inside out.
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in side out bench - small 2

2018

108 x 26 x 45cm 

oak

€ 3.500,00
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in side out bench - long 3

2018

229.5 x 28.5 x 49cm

oak

€ 4.700,00 
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flap-over-the-wall-table ( round - oval - square )

2018

75 x 77 x 77cm / 90 x 70 x 77cm / 70 x 70 x 77cm 

plywood / print

€ 850,00

FLAP-OVER-THE-WALL-TABLE
The design originates form the nineteenth century and, just like the flap-over-
the-wall-table. In the past, artisans made the same products over and over 
again, and they often became better and more beautiful. You could say that 
we are continuing a tradition. The prints we use for the little tables come from 
the Rijkmuseum image archives.
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elm tile cabinet

2018

144 x 139 x 45

elm 

€ 35.800,00

ELM TILE CABINET
For this cabinet we used elm instead of scrap wood. The structure and colour 
variations of elm are, in this case, more beautiful than oak or beech. As is 
characteristic of most of our special objects, the cabinet is precision work. 
The material, detailing and attention we have paid to the little cabinet, which 
is certainly not big, has something of the period in which traditional crafts 
were still a part of life. We even specially designed wooden slides for the 
drawers instead of using the ugly prefab ones. It is also an object that has 
never before been made.
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enormous beams bench

2018

80 x 120 x 40.5 cm

douglas fir

€ xxx

ENORMOUS BEAMS BENCH
This coffee table is made from the sawing loss of the enormous beams cabi-
nets we made previously. 
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table tenns table

2018

152 x 274 x 91 cm

aluminium

€ xxx

TABLE TENNIS TABLE
This aluminum table tennnis table is custimized for an American client. 

This aluminum table tennnis table is custimized for an American client. 
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camel chair 

2018

74 x 56 x 66 cm

leather 

€ 1.100,00

CAMEL CHAIR 
The design for the camel chair is based on two antique items we purchased 
in France earlier this year and we decided to copy them. The chairs are knock 
down and can be assembled in no time. The chairs were originally designed 
for ladies travelling with the camel caravans. We made the chairs with leather 
seats as well as using textile.
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tram platorm furniture 

2018

180 x 90cm / 310 x 90cm

steal / glass

€ 7.500,00 / € 8.650,00

TABLE TRAM PLATFORM FURNITURE
We always elaborate on what we have made before, and sometimes a new 
element is added to our shape and design vocabulary. As such, we made 
Tramkadetafels (Tram platform tables). These are made from tubing, just like 
the RAG furniture. An important difference is that the Tram platform used 
square tubing. These tubes were used to house the Jacob’s Ladder trays 
with which animal feed was transported. The robust square tubes are even 
stronger than the round RAG tubing. The tables are reminiscent of the archi-
tecture they originate from.
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table tram platform table - round

2018

160

steel / glass

€ 8.500,00 

TABLE TRAM PLATFORM FURNITURE


